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Props: 8x6 3-blade 
Cells: 20 x Sanyo 2000 
Flight Level 10 KM 

Royal Gull 
From Rich Flinchbaugh 

7 Avon La. 
South Dennis, MA  02660 

508-398-0296 
 

       I’ve had good success with the Royal 
Gull this past summer.  I finally finished it.  
It takes off the water and flies very 
realistically.  It is a shame not to have more 
modelers building and flying this great flying 
boat! 
       Plans are available for the 66” version 
like mine from: 
Jack Parry 
7 Spyglass Drive 
Aiken, SC 29803-5942 
Phone: 803-643-7509 
       I’d be willing to assist anyone who is 

interested, in order to get more 
of these great models flying. 
       Specs for the Piaggio P-
136-L2 “Royal Gull”: 
Wing Span: 66 in. 
Wing area: 650 sq.in. 
Wt.: 8 lb. (128 oz.) 
Motors: 2x Astro 15 Direct  

TRIAD ELECTRIC WEEKEND  2001  
Dr. Colin McKinley 
4003 Pondexter Ave. 

Winston Salem, NC 27101 
(Thought I’d whet your appetite for this 

year’s upcoming meet. KM) 
               
      May 5 and 6, 2001 the Winston Salem 
R/C club and the Riverside Aero Modelers of 
King, NC hosted a two day electric fun fly 
for the third year. There has been an electric 
fun fly on the first weekend in May for  six 
years now without a single rain day.  Because 
there are only six electric modelers in the 
total membership of over 100 between the 
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the two finalist dived for the finish and neither model was 
damaged on landing.  Almost as soon as the event was 
over the wind picked up to 15 to 20 mph and the fun fly 
was over. 
      We had two new entrants who were spectators other 
years. The modelers from the Virginia Beach area are 
now going to hold an Electric Fun Fly based on their 
experience at the Triad Electric Weekend, so the  South 
East now has two electric contests for the summer.  
Planning is already under way for next years contest in 
Winston Salem  The majority of people just want to fly 
and have only a few events.  The thing that most 
impresses non electric flyers is the number of models that 
one person will bring to a fun fly and the wind that most 
electric pilot’s will fly in. 
        There were still many Wingos at the meet, but a lot 
of flyers who had Wingos last year seem to have moved 
up to something with more performance.  It seems as if 
the Wingo is the model that gets many novices into 
electric flight and the Zagi is the model that attract s more 
experienced builders to electric flight.  

Nat Shepard – Clancy Lady Bug – MTM Humming 
Bird, 8 110 mAh cells – 8.5 oz. 

two clubs, using each club field  for only one day doesn’t 
close a field to wet power for an entire weekend.  
       Over 50 contestants from SC, VA, PA. GA ,and NY 
had two days of flying to start the 2001 season.  Most 
contestants traveled more than 100 miles to  the contest.  
There were more than 100 models on the field on 
Saturday. 
       On Saturday, everyone seemed to have some sort of 
park flyer to use in the calm warm air.  Dave Hogve 
added two extra wings to a Pico Stick to make it a really 
slow flyer and got the CD award for his effort. In 
contrast, another builder had a SOKOL with an Astro 01 
with ten cells that was flying over 100 mph.   The most 
popular model was the ZAGI in many forms and colors.  
We got one demonstration run of Wingo racing in and it 
looks like a good fun fly or club event.   
       Sunday weather was not suitable for Wingo flying or 
racing but we’ll try again next year.  
       Sunday was cool and breezy, so some out of town 
builder decided to go home early.  There were still a lot 
of flights made and the performance of the Pico Twin 
Stars was very impressive.  A fan jet Citation with a 
couple of extra cells was also in the air wi thout 
problems. 
       Both days featured a motor run precision duration 
event.  This is designed so that anyone can compete.  
There is a mass launch [popular for the spectators] and 
all contestants have a two minute motor run.  The 
powerful models can gain alti tude quickly and the have 
to cruise for the rest of the two minutes while the low 
powered models are climbing.  At two minutes e veryone 
stops their motor and the goal is to fly for 8 minutes.  A 
point per second is deducted for every second over or 
under the 8 minute goal.  Only one stop watch is required 
and an observer calls out landing times.  
       Sunday, the winning model was a DeB olt cub with a 
can motor [a 50 year old design] followed by a Sig 
Cadet.  The winner had a perfect time and second place 
was over by 2 seconds.  Every one was on their feet as 

Dave Chunning – deBolt Cub, Astro 05 w/311 
gearbox, 12x8 prop, 64 oz. 

 
 
Woody 
Blanchard – 
Dare kit 
Jenny – 
Speed 
280 – 7 350 
mAh cells – 
13 oz. 
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Consolidated PBY-2  
From: David Hipperson E-mail:  ritzi@corplink.com.au 
P.O. Box 161, Mount Evelyn, Victoria , Australia 3796 

 
Thought you might like this picture of my 

Consolidated PBY-2. I’m only sorry it’s spoiled by this 
hairy aeromodeler.  

The “Easy Built” kit was bought for me several 
years ago by my wife Jan. When I finally started on it 
earlier this year I discovered that the words easy built 
had nothing to do with this model. Still I persisted and 
you see the result. From the outset  I decided to keep the 
weight within manageable bounds and I based my limits 
on the Multiplex Twin Star I’d been flying which is a 
similar size. Power comes from 7 X 1700 Sanyo SCR’s 
running through two direct drive 7.2 volt Speed 400’s 
fitted with Graupner 6 inch semi-scale props from their 
Ju 52 kit. Control is by Hitec radio and an RC Line 35  
amp ESC. There are two 9-gram servos on the ailerons 
plus 18-gram units on elevator and rudder. Construction 
is very conventional using balsa and ply with the odd bit 
of blue loam thrown in. The fuselage is silver car paint 
over dope and tissue but wings and tail are silver and 
yellow Pro-film. Markings are all either hand cut from 
film or hand painted. The vac moulded bits were tossed 
in the scrap bin (unusable) and cowls were from rolled 
0.4mm ply with blue foam fronts and thin styrene sheet 
louvers. Struts are K&S streamline alloy.  

She flies easily from a gentle hand launch and after 
climb out, full throttle is just too much. Best looking 
speed is at about one third throttle when m ixed rudder 
aileron is the most suitable control. Flight is in the 
powered sailplane class and I’m sure someone on their 
first aileron model could fly it. I'm in the process of 
building a bigger version for a couple of locally produced 
motor/gearbox units. 

 
(The following are also from David. KM) 

Australian produced kit “Electro Flash” - 12 cells – 
64 oz. – fully aerobatic. 

Ballistic “Skyhawk” 120 MPH 10-cell Plettenberg 
motor – all fibreglass – designed and built locally. 
480 Powered Tucano – very fast & aerobatic 
Semi-scale Parasol – 540 powered 

Miss 2 On Floats 
From Rich Flinchbaugh, 7 Avon La., South Dennis,  

MA  02660 Phone: 508-398-0296 
 

      My Miss 2 on scale EDO foam f loats is a fine flyer.  
The photo was taken in upper New York state on the 
way to the Voltairs meet. 
      The plane is powered by and Astro Flight brushless 
020.  It takes off in about 15 feet and flies very well for 
about ten minutes.  It can be flown in quit e a limited 
airspace.   

THE BASICS OF FLOAT FLYING  
by Ironsides (David Summers)  

[with contributions from Skip Pothier, John Hawkins, 
Gord Schindler, Bill Johnson and Walter Lawrence]  
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       I ran across the original article in the AMA 
National Newsletter for Newsletter editors.  I contacted 
Ironsides, and he has given me permission to reprint it 
here.  If you are reading this in the HTML version of 
the Ampeer, the links will take you to the “original”, so 
that you may have all of the photos and the updates that 
may occur.  First we have a few interesting words from 
David about his club and several useful links that you 
might enjoy.  KM 
 

Notes on Float Flying 
From: David Summers ironsidz@look .ca 

 
Ken: 
       You might also want to add another link to FLIGHT 
LINE where we have lots of 
photos of land and water-based RC models. 
http://communities.msn.ca/FlightLine/homepage  
There are two directories for the Port Perry Float Flyers 
(PPFF 2001 and 2002).  This is the only club in Canada 
(that we know of) that is dedicated strictly to flying off 
water.  We fly float planes, flying boats and helicopters.  
Flying helicopters off water calls up some interesting  
variables: 
http://webhome.idirect.com/%7eironsidz /helifloats.htm 
 
The "Ironsides" web site can now be found at:  
http://webhome.idirect.com/~ironsidz/index.html  
Please change bookmarks or links as appropriate.   
The original article can be found at:  
http://webhome.idirect.com/~ironsidz/floats.htm  
 

Introduction  
       Flying off water brings a new dimension. Usually the 
scenery is a lot more pleasing and the noise levels seem 
to be much lower. The type of pilot who flies off water is 
usually a pretty calm type of person and water sites are 
usually a bit more remote and picturesque. A lot of 
spouses will go to a fun float fly whereas they wouldn't 
dream of attending a field setting. It is  more like a picnic 
at the lake.  
       There is a mistaken belief that it is a lot harder to be 
a good seaplane pilot. Actually, onc e you get the hang of 
it, flying off water is usually easier. Just think, the 
runway is very long, wide and flat. Equally, there  are no 
balsa magnets just beyond the grass waiting to snare 
your plane. The aim of this article is to take some of the 
mystery out of the hardware and techniques of this 
unique pleasure.  

 

Type of Plane  
      There are two basic types of planes that fly off 
water. Float planes, that are usually converted wheeled 
aircraft, and flying boats that have a boat -like hull.  

Flying Boats  
      Model flying boats have three major points to check. 
If the engine is mounted on a pod above the wing, it 
might need as much as 3 degrees of up -thrust to achieve 
balanced performance. Notwiths tanding, designs like the 
Seadancer, Seamaster and Sea Cruiser have a neutral 
thrust line.  
      The floats at mid-wing or wing tip can present a 
problem if they have too little buoyancy and/or they are 
too narrow - in both cases they will tend to dip under th e 
water and cause the plane to go in circles due to excess 
drag.  
      While some seaplanes with low stabilizers work well, 
T-tails or mid-fin stabilizers are usually best to prevent 
the stabilizer from hitting the water under less than ideal 
conditions.  
      If you can afford a dedicated water bird, then a 
flying boat design is much easier to handle and does not 
require any significant increase in engine power to 
overcome the drag that floats and attendant rigging 
induce. Flying boats are significantly more aerob atic 
than float planes in that they don't have the extra large 
mass under the fuselage to cause "pendulum effect". 
Finally, they can handle higher winds on the water better 
than float planes.  
      If you are a novice, don't try to pick the plane that 
looks nice in the catalogue. Ask experienced pilots which 
design works best for your situation.  

Electrics  
      Electrics really come into their own on water as 
multi-engined planes are relatively easier to handle than 
their glow-powered equivalents. Steering on the water is 
handled by adjusting the thrust of each engine!  
      From a beginner's point of view, the flying boat is 
easier to handle. However, most beginners want to dip 
their toe in the water just to see if they like it; therefore, 
it is usually easier to convert an existing wheeled plane. 
For the remainder of this exercise, only float planes will 
be discussed.  

Overview  
      So what are the things to consider. As an overview, 
the list is:  
      * you need to choose which type of airplane to 
convert  
      * you need some floats  
      * you have to construct the mounting gear for the 
floats  
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       * you need about 20% more power to overcome the 
water friction and suction  
       * you want raw hauling power rather than top 
speed - lower the pitch of the propeller  
       * you should waterproof critical components  
       * you need to determine the step positi on  
       * you have to adjust the relative angle between the 
floats and the fuselage datum line  
       * you might need to add a ventral fin to increase fin 
area  
       * you need water rudders for on-water taxiing.  
       * you need a place to fly with a recovery boat  
       * you need to learn a little plane handling technique  

Type  
       Just about anything can be made to fly off water on 
floats, even a real Supermarine Spitfire. However, most 
models that you see are more sedate. Cubs are the single 
most popular choice, followed by  the venerable Beaver 
and Norseman. Basically, a flat bottom or semi -
symmetrical airfoil type is best for beginners.  
       All things being equal, it is desirable to choose a 
plane with a slow stall speed as this eliminates a bit of 
risk if you take off too soon.  
       As a first effort, you might well want to take your 
trusty trainer, although you probably will want to 
increase the horsepower.  

Floats  
       There are three ways to acquire floats. You can buy 
pre-built plastic floats from the hobby shop. Equally, you 
can buy kits to create built up floats (hollow) out of 
balsa and light ply. Lastly, you make your own starting 
with a foam core that is covered with balsa sheet and 
finished with either film covering or fibreglass, epoxy 
finishing resin and paint. The choice is yours, but the aim 
is to get something that has enough buoyancy for the 
weight of your plane and to remain leak proof even  when 
submitted to a bit of punishment.  
       A detailed description of float construction can be 
found at: http://www.ultranet.com/~llfc/floats/  

Float Cradle  
       With the exception of the plastic floats, the bottoms 
of your floats are quite soft and easily dam aged. A cheap 
and simple idea is to build a float cradle. Take four 
pieces of wood about 3/4 inch square. The width needs to 
be about six inches wider than your floats, while the 
length is just an eye appealing symmetry. Assemble the 
wood in a square with the two width members on top. 
       We need to nail the pieces together so that the nail 
heads protrude about an eight of an inch. Dr ill a hole at 
the four intersections to accept the nail and to prevent the 
thin wood from splitting. Push three quarter inch foa m 

water pipe insulation over the two width members. Put 
carpenter's glue or epoxy on the four corners and insert 
the nails. Clamp and let dry.  
      When transporting the aircraft, put the cradle in the 
back of your vehicle on a piece of carpeting or use the 
vehicle carpeting. Lay the floats on the foam to prevent 
damage. At the flying site, use the foam cradle when you 
are working on your aircraft.  

Engine  
      Both 2 cycle and four strokes work well. The 2 cycle 
is lighter and may be more practical for smaller models. 
It is also less prone to damage when it eats water. The 
four stroke has the low end torque that is so useful for 
float flying. Nothing sounds better over water than a four 
stroke.  
      In both cases, you will need about 20% more power 
than the equivalent wheeled requirement. As a rule of 
thumb, go one size bigger. So, your 40 powered trainer 
will need a 46 to get off the water .  
      Some people advocate adding a safety wire to the 
engine so that it does not sink to the bottom of the lake if 
the engine is torn off in a major crash. This seems to 
happen more to aircraft with the engine mounted in a 
slender pod above the wing. The idea is to secure one end 
of a braided wire tether to something fairly solid that will 
survive a crash, and the engine mounting bo lts to the 
other end.  

Propeller  
      As a general rule, never use wooden propellers when 
flying off water. They will shred almost instantly when 
hitting water. Advanced flyers know how to paint 
wooden propellers with epoxy finishing resin that then 
makes a wooden propeller feasible. For most 
applications, a solid plastic propeller, such as the APC 
brand, works well.  
      You will find that dropping the pitch one size will 
give you much better lift off capability.  

Propeller Tip Clearance  
      We do not want water sucked up or splashed up into 
the propeller disk. As a rule of thumb, make sure the 
propeller clears the top of the floats by one  inch or more.  
If you find a clearance problem, you could change to a 
three-bladed propeller. Usually, a ten-inch diameter 
three-bladed propeller would replace an 11 -inch diameter 
two-bladed propeller.  

Splash Rails  
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        To minimize spray hitting the propellers, some like 
to install splash rails on the tip of the floats, from the 
nose back to the propeller line. These rails need only be 
on the inside edges. A one-third inch wide strip of clear 
plastic sheeting embedded roughly parallel to the water, 
following the curve of the float and fixed into the float 
body with epoxy seems to work well.  

Waterproofing  
       Most glow engine aircraft are pretty waterproof, but 
there are some special considerations. When a plane tips 
over in the water, it generally comes to rest with the 
engine submerged and the fuselage pointing skyward at a 
60 degree angle. Water tends to creep in through the 
wing saddle and the canopy.  
       You should paint exposed balsa in the fuselage 
cavity with varnish to make it waterproof. You need to 
wrap your receiver in plastic to prevent damage. One 
ingenious method is to take a rubber surg ical glove, nick 
holes in the ends of the fingers and thumb, pass the servo 
leads and antenna through these perforations, seal u p the 
small holes with waterproof glue and place the receiver 
in the palm of the glove. Tightly wrap a rubber band 
around the wrist of the glove and encase the package in 
latex foam rubber. Caution: Do NOT use silicone sealant 
as it contains chemicals that  attack electronics.  
       Caution: Do not wrap your nicad battery pack in any 
impervious material. First, any watertight wrapping w ill 
cause the battery to overheat when you charge it and 
damage will result. Second, there is a small vent hole in a 
NiCad cell that allows gases to escape - a vapour barrier 
will trap these gas and lead to cell deterioration. The 
battery pack, wrapped in the normal latex foam vibration 
absorber will be waterproof enough for our purposes.  
Where the wing mates with the fuselage, yo u must take 
some steps to keep the water out. There are three 
common methods to accomplish this. Along the line of 
the wing saddle, you could glue a thin rubber, ribbed 
weather stripping commonly found in hardware stores. 
Alternatively, you might laying down a bead of silicone 
sealant on the saddle and drop the wing (covered with 
plastic wrap) onto the saddle, let the bead dry and 
remove the plastic once the sealant has cured in the 
desired shape. A third method is to simply put the wing 
on, sealing the gap with a bead of Vaseline.  

Rudders  
       In anything less than the lightest breeze, it is 
impossible to control the taxiing of a flo at plane on 
water. You will need rudders and two are always better 
than one. The rudders should be rigged for maximum 
deflection left and right, as steering at low speeds will 
require the extra bite. You can buy Ernst plastic rudders 

in 40 and 60 size. You can easily make your own out of 
thin metal.  
      Rudders should swing upwards out of the water for 
two reasons. First, as you approach take-off speed you 
do not want rudders to have any steering effect, nor drag 
for that matter. Second, when you taxi back to the beach, 
you want the rudders to fold back to prevent strain on 
your steering set-up.  
      The water rudders have to work in harmony with the 
air rudder. The easiest and cheapest rig is to put a double 
barred servo arm on the rudder servo. That is, the arm 
length is equally long on both sides of the pivot point. Tie 
two lengths of light nylon fishing line to e ach side of the 
servo arm. Glue a small length of fuel tubing into the 
bottom of the fuselage, canted towards the rear.  
      On the top of the floats, about twelve inches from the 
rear install small metal guide loops. On the water rudder 
steering arms, attach four nylon clevises. Bring the four 
lines out through the tubing, down through the metal 
guide loops and thread them through th e appropriate 
clevis on the water rudder steering arms. Ram a piece of 
wooden toothpick into the clevis neck to secure the line.  
Tighten the fishing line and test the water rudder 
movement. When all is smooth, put a drop of thin CA on 
the wooden toothpick to secure the line. Cut off any extra 
line.  
      An alternative, which makes it quick to change from 
water to land gear, is to drive the rudder with a separate 
ball link from the rudder horn, with either a piano wire 
directly to the rudder or with a sleeve an d cable run 
under the fuselage and looped back along the top of the 
float to the rudder horn. Dual rudders can be linked with 
a cross rod.  
      Larger applications may require a servo mounted 
directly on or recessed into one float.  

Ventral Fin  
      A plane with a long enough tail moment and large 
enough tail feathers can get away without a ventral or 
sub-fin. That is why Cubs and most  trainers are nice. 
More scale type aircraft, such as a Beaver, are short 
coupled and usually need the fin. Why?  
      The floats add a huge slab of hull that reacts against 
side winds. The effect can be so bad that the plane 
literally forgets which way is forward and starts to 
weathervane into the side wind. This can be prevented by 
adding a removable ventral or sub-fin on the bottom of 
the fuselage under the existing fin. This will increase the 
effect of the tail feathers and keep the plane going in a 
straight line.  
Another trick, but more permanent, is to add small finlets 
to each side of the horizontal stabilizer. This also 
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increases the area of the fin.  
      One indication of inadequate tail moment is to taxi 
downwind and reduce to idle. If the plane d oesn't turn its 
nose into the wind, the vertical fin area isn't big enough 
and a ventral fin should be added.  

The Step  
      The step is that notch in the bottom of the float. If you 
look carefully, you will notice that the bottom of the hull 
slopes upwards at about 3 to 5 degrees behind the step. 
This allows you to rotate the aircraft for take off and 
landing without the back of the float digging into the 
water. If the rear of the float drives down into the water, 
drag will increase and no lift-off will occur.  
As the aircraft increases speed on take -off, the float rides 
up onto the step and a huge amount of suction is 
eliminated. Nothing is more important than getting the step 
in the right place.  
      In general terms, the step should be under the centre of 
gravity or about one half an inch to the rear of the centre 
of gravity.  

Balance  
      When constructing your floats, you should try to get 
them to balance at the step. The step will subsequently be 
positioned close to the centre of gravity of the aircraft.  
If the centre of gravity of your "wheeled" aircraft changes 
when the floats are added, always add the balancing lead 
to the nose (or tail) of the floats for two reasons.  
First, the noses (tails) are furthest out and provided the 
greatest leverage for the least  amount of lead. Second, 
when you take your floats off and go back to wheeled 
flying, you won't have to rebalance the plane.  

Attachment Gear  
      You have to decide whether you are going to retain the 
existing wheeled landing gear and adapt it to the floats or 
whether you are going to take off the wheeled gear and 
create a totally new mount.  
      If you keep the existing landing gear, y ou will have to 
insert some hard points in the rear bottom of the fuselage 
at a point about half the chord width behind the trai ling 
edge. These hard points will anchor a rear landing gear 
support that might be a bit lighter, but similar to the front 
gear. If you are going to strip off the landing gear, then 
you will need hard points front and rear and a solid 
support geometry to support the floats that does not twist 
or bend.  
      If you retain the landing gear, think of using nylon 
nose wheel steering blocks as quick mounts on the floats 
so that you can switch back and forth between floats and 
wheels quite easily.  

Float Angles  
      This subject is very tricky, but is the cause of some 

maddening moments when float flying. There are some 
planes that simply do not seem to want to take off, even 
though everything looks right. That is because the 
problem divides itself into two major components. First, 
the static part that relates to the ang le between the airfoil 
and the floats and second, the dynamic way in which the 
floats run on the water and affect the angle of a ttack of 
the airfoil.  
      The wing chord datum line (the line through the 
centre of the leading edge to the centre of the trailing  
edge) to the float datum line (for our purposes the line 
along the flat top of the floats) is static and is fairly easy 
to understand. In the case of flat-bottomed airfoils, these 
two lines need to be parallel. The simplest way to check 
this is to place a straight piece of wood under the airfoil, 
front to back, and check to see if it is parallel to the float 
top.  
      With other airfoils, the float tip angle can be about 
one or two degrees down from the fuselage datum line; 
that is, the distance from the wing  leading edge to the top 
of the float is slightly more than the distance from the 
trailing edge to the top of the float. In roug h terms, with 
most trainers, this usually means about one half an inch.  
      With some airfoils and aircraft configurations, the 
incidence may have to be adjusted one or two degrees 
negative or positive for best results. Note that there is as 
much "art" as "science" to float flying!  
      Another school of thought suggests that setting the 
float tops at the same incidence as the stab wo rks well. It 
is a simpler way to explain it. This holds the wing at the 
normal flying angle of attack and presents the floats at  
the least frontal area. Since the drag of the floats may 
require an adjustment of the Angle of Attack, in effect 
changing the stab incidence through elevator trim, it may 
be off a bit but probably no more so than other 
approaches.  
      Most fliers can stop right here, but for the problem 
cases a further explanation is offered. That is, we must 
also consider the dynamics of planing ac tion on the 
water. Dynamically, during landing and take off, there is 
the wing incidence in relation to the planing level of the  
floats. Most particularly on take-off when the floats 
come up on the step, it has to be about 2 to 4 degrees 
positive. If it is too little, the plane will not take off. If it 
is too much, the plane will take off too soon and stall.  
      This angle will be affected by, among other things, 
the wing to float incidence, the size of the step, the length 
of the float behind the step and the degree by which the 
tail of the float diminishes towards the rear. This is the 
dynamic portion.  
      The good news is that you don't need to know most 
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of this. Float designs, which affect the planing action, are 
pretty standard and take care of the complicated stuff. 
Just get the static angles right and make sure the step is 
in the right place. Most people flying standard models 
will never have to worry about the dynamic side of the 
equation. There will always be a local expert who can 
diagnose the problem plane.  
       Walter Lawrence, who cuts foam cores 
professionally, has published recommendations 
indicating that high wing planes have a static angle of 1 
degree positive, while mid-wing and low wing machines 
set up at 0 degrees to the floats.  
       Going back to high school trigonometr y, if the wing 
chord (the line running from leading edge centre to 
trailing edge centre) is 10 inches, then the tangent tables 
for 1 degree (10 times 0.01746) suggest the leading edge 
is further from the float tops by 0.1746 inches than the 
trailing edge, or with a chord of 12 inches, 0.2095 
inches. The reader is left to deduce how many popsicle 
sticks make up these fractional amounts.  

Float Nose Protrusion  
       The noses of the floats need to protrude beyond the 
propeller anywhere from one half to one third  the 
diameter of the propeller. Thus, if you are swinging an 
eleven-inch propeller, the noses should jut out about four 
inches. This ensures that there is enough flotation up 
front so that when you apply throttle, the noses don't 
submerge and you don't get into RC submarine 
operations.  

Flaps  
       If ever there was a time to put flaps on a plane, it is 
for flying off water. Flaps make take-offs and landings 
so much easier that it is hard to sing their praises loudly 
enough.  

Flying Technique  
       When flying off water you must become much more 
aware of the wind. It affects taxiing as well as take -off 
and landing. Left alone, a plane on wa ter will always 
weathervane into the wind. If the wind is too strong, you 
may have no control other than going straight into win d. 
You can use the weathervane effect to your advantage. 
To get lined up for a takeoff into wind, taxi out and then 
drop to a very low idle. The wind will line you up 
automatically!  
       Taxiing becomes a little like sailing; you must judge 
your turns according to the strength and direction of the 
wind. Flat bottom, high wing machines are notorious for 
flipping over if you let the wind get under the wing when 
turning down wind. You must learn to use aileron to lean 
the plane into the wind. Even with the engine  off, the 

wind can be used to "sail" the plane back to shore. You 
might need to talk to a sailor to understand this notion.  
Always take off and land into wind. With a wheeled 
aircraft taking off from the grass, you can get away with 
cross wind techniques. Those large, draggy floats and the 
extra weight make it very tricky to take off cross wind. It 
can be done, but the tendency is for the p lane to lift off 
and immediately cartwheel into the water on the down 
wind side as that float will still be in the water creatin g 
drag when the upwind float is airborne.  
      Local shoreline configurations, tall trees or buildings 
can change wind patterns quite dramatically. It is a 
natural tendency to assume that the wind is 90 degrees to 
the parallel line of waves. Be very aware tha t this is often 
not the case. Make sure you have a small piece of light 
yarn on the tip of your antenna to act as a "tell tale" as to 
probable wind direction - then again, be conscious of the 
fact that what you see at your antenna tip is not a 
guaranty of the actual wind at your take-off point. Watch 
other flyers taking off and observe any tendency to roll to 
one side on take-off. The roll will be to the downwind 
side.  

      When taking off, taxi to position using the rudder. 
When lined up, apply full up elevator and apply throttle. 
The object is to get the floats lifting up onto the step. As 
soon as you see the plane up on the step and an increase 
in speed, relax the elevator to neutral. As you approach 
full speed, try not to use rudder at all, and if you have to, 
do it sparingly. Too much rudder and  the float tip on the 
inside of the turn will dig in and you will flip before you 
know what happened. Close to full throttle, ge ntly apply 
up elevator until the floats leave the water. Then level out 
to gain airspeed before completing the climb out.  
      On the take-off run, two forces can cause the plane 
to go airborne. Hydrodynamic forces, caused when you 
hit a wave, can launch your plane before it is ready to fly 
aerodynamically. The craft will stall and cartwheel into 
the water. Hence, be careful not to ha ve any up elevator 
on until the plane is almost ready to fly.  
      Landing a float plane is easier than a wheeled plane. 
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clunk was driven to the top forward part of the tank and 
the glow element bent into the plug wall thereby 
dissipating the heat from the element.  
Lessons learned:  
      1. Drain the tank and shake the plane to make sure 
the clunk is free.  
      2. Examine the glow plug coil to make sure the helix 
is still centred.  
      3. The pendulum effect of floats makes extreme 
aerobatics tricky. Go high - really high!  
      4. If it had hit land, the Beaver would have been 
balsa dust - crashing into water can be safer!   
      If your receiver got wet, do not mess with it. Take 
off any wrappings and lay it out in the sun to dry. If it 
got really damp, your day may be over. Never fear 
though, once dried out, it will be just fine. However, if 
you were flying off salt water, the news is probab ly very 
bad. The saline solution will damage the electronics very 
quickly.  

Safety  
      At the slightest indication that there is l ightning in 
the area, stop float flying. Nothing can make a more 
attractive strike target than a pilot standing in the open 
holding a box with a metal radio antenna pointed 
skyward.  
 
      (Please note that I’ve left all references to glow 
motors in this article, since you might want to share it 
with some glow friends.  If you “dunk” your electric 
motor, just dry it out and oil the bearings or bushings.  
Remember that a lot of folks “break-in” a motor using 
the “water break-in” method.  Speed controls get 
finicky when wet, but they usually dry out just fine. KM) 

First, the runway is very long and second it is very flat. 
Just line up and ease back on the throttle to set up a 
shallow, sinking approach that is a bit faster than the 
land version. The extra weight of the floats will make it 
stall earlier and the increased drag will cause the plane to 
slow down more quickly. When over the threshold, ease 
back on throttle and hold it off about th ree inches above 
the water. It will land itself. Taxi back using aileron and 
elevator to balance any strong wind.  

 
Crashing  

When you crash on water, the structural damage is 
usually less severe than hitting terra firma. Water 
damage is a major concern; but, provided you 
waterproofed reasonably well, it is just a matter of 
swallowing your pride, getting the recovery boat and 
picking up your wayward friend.  
       Usually your craft will be floating upside down on 
its wing, with the engine submerged. Often,  a small 
amount of water will leak into the upper wing saddle 
cavity. NEVER, NEVER, NEVER turn the craft right 
side up. The water will drop down inside and dampen all 
that is still dry. Turn off the receiver and get the plane 
back to land upside down, take off the wing and let all 
the water drain out.  
       The engine will have ingested water. The piston will 
now be in hydraulic lock. You cannot compress water 
and if you try to turn the shaft you will probably snap the 
connecting rod. Simply take out the glow p lug and let the 
water drain out. Squirt a bit of fuel into the cylinder and 
flood the case through the carburetor. With the glow  plug 
still removed, turn over the crank by hand and make sure 
the muffler drains as well. Setting the plane right side up, 
you can then give the crank a whirl with your electric 
starter, making sure to keep your eyes out of any spray 
coming from the glow plug hole. While all this is going 
on, you can hook your glow plug up to its electrical 
driver to dry it out. Put in the glow pl ug and start the 
engine as soon as possible. The heat from the combustion 
will purge all water and the lubricant in the fuel wil l coat 
the bearings. The worst thing to do is nothing and let 
water rust the bearings.  
       In June 2001, four more valuable lesson s were 
learned. The Beaver on floats was deliberately put into 
an inverted spin, but would not come out - only the 
rudder was having any effect. It hit the water going 
straight down. The windshield blew out and the 
fibreglass cowl exploded - imagine going off the high 
board with your mouth open! All was repaired in a 
couple of days. But, the impact was so hard that the 

Upcoming Mid-America Electric Flies 2002 
 

      As I write this on April 20, 2002, July 13 &14 are 
the dates for the 2002 Mid-Am.  The field is still 
scheduled to be the Midwest R/C Society field on 5 Mi. 
Rd. in Northville Twp, near Plymouth, MI.  The 
informational and map fliers have been posted to the 
EFO site; http://members.aol.com/kmyersefo/  
      Only NiCads and NiMH will be a llowed to be used 
in the All up/Last downs.  That is really the only change 
over previous years. 
      Please check the EFO site frequently for any possible 
changes.  Information will be posted on the homepage, 
should there be any change in plans.  For up -to-date info, 
send me an email, kmyersefo@aol.com or give me a call 
at 248.669.8124 
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The Next Meeting: 
Date: Saturday, May 18, 2002 Time: 10:00 A.M. 

Camp Dearborn, Milford, MI 

excluded); any size Electric or Glider. High Start, Power Pod, or 
Tow for Gliders. Pete Foss (248) 652-8756  
 
June 8 Tennessee Electric Fly 2002, The Coffee Airfoilers of 
Tullahoma, TN, contact: Craig Logan jclogan@charter.net or 931-
728-5446 
 
June 8 and 9 5th Annual 2002 River Valley Flyers Electric Fun Fly 
and Swap Meet, Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin Contact Chuck 
Benner cjbenner@tznet.com Phone (715) 459-1131.  
 
June 15 CHIEFS Electric International Fun Fly, Canandaigua, N.
Y., Contact: Todd Sheehan email: tms@pt.com  
 
June 15 & 16 Lehigh Valley Electric Fly-In, Easton, PA  
 
June 21 - 23 Southeast Electric Flight Festival, Atlanta, GA, 
Fayette Flyers, contact: Jeff Meyers jsmeyers@earthlink.net,  
 
June 21, 22 & 23 MARCEE Electric Event, Near Minneapolis / St 
Paul, MN Three days of flying for all types of electric powered R/C 
aircraft. For full details see www.marcee.org or contact Rich Ness 
r_ness@msn.com or 651-451-8998  
 
June 22 & 23 2002 Land of Lincoln E-Fly, Springfield, IL, contact: 
Tim McDonough tim@mcdonough.net  
Additional details: http://tim.mcdonough.net/knights.htm  

Up Coming Events 
 
May 4 & 5 Triad Electric Weekend, near Mocksville, NC, CD Nate 
Sheppard, phone: 704.633.1782  
 
May 18 Saturday - EFO and Michigan International Soaring Society 
Picnic and fly together. This will be the May EFO meeting. All 
local AMA electric and soaring AMA pilots are welcome to join us 
at Camp Dearborn, Milford, MI.  
 
May 18 2nd Annual Portage Aero Modelers May Electric Fly In. N.
E.Ohio. Mostly informal open flying. For more information and 
directions Contact Bill Gove brgpilot@aol.com or Robert Ferrante 
rferrante@autopkg.com Contest Director  
 
May 19 WWI and WWII Electric Fun Fly, Modesto RC Club, 
Modesto, California - Open to any electric powered aircraft, Must 
have AMA - Web site: www.mrcclub.org, Mike Heer - CD email: 
fixostar@attbi.com  
 
June 1 & 2 Keith Shaw Birthday Party/ Electric Fun-Fly, Balsa 
Butcher's flying site in Coldwater, MI - field available for flying 
Friday May 31 for early arrivals. Contest Director Dave Grife 
email: grifesd@yahoo.com or phone: (517) 279-8445  
 
June 8 Skymasters Small Fry, Electric, and Sailplane - Scripps 
Road Field. AMA. 2 cycle engines to .25; 4 cycle to .30 (tow planes 


